Above and beyond
Whether you need an affordable display for general business or a high-performance solution for specialised
work, there’s an HP business flat panel monitor that meets your needs. With outstanding colour and clarity,
thoughtful design and innovative features, the choice is clear: HP monitors are the right solutions to help
your business improve productivity and provide a superior user experience.
See it all more clearly

Get comfortable

The expanded family of HP high-resolution widescreen monitors
provides more viewing area for large images and helps users spend
less time scrolling or toggling between applications.

Different users need different monitor settings. Our adjustable monitors
make it easy to find the right fit – so there’s no need to lean back,
hunch forward or turn your head to the side. Flicker-free screens and
anti-glare coatings help reduce eyestrain.

Expand your view
Multiple monitors help businesses improve productivity. Users can
keep up with e-mail and day-to-day business on one screen while
moving forward with strategic projects on another. Or they can tile
multiple units together for a seamless panoramic display.

Make the most of your workspace
Sleek flat panel displays just take up less desk space than other
models, and are easier to move between offices, too. Wall or
swing-arm mounting is useful for space-constrained environments.

HP Business Flat Panel Monitors

Clearly
remarkable

Protect your investment
With new theft-deterrent software features, support for Kensington
locks and speakers integrated into some of our monitor designs,
you can worry less about hardware disappearing.

Save energy and increase monitor life
HP helps you consume less energy and save more money, with innovative software like the HP Display
LiteSaver. This utility allows you to schedule times for the monitor to go into low-power sleep mode.
Plus, you have the comfort of knowing that HP monitors meet emission standards as well as environmental
and ecological guidelines.

Energy-saving tip:
Set your TFT brightness to approximately 250 units for significant energy savings without compromising
your visualisation experience!

Enjoy ease of use
HP Display Assistant lets you easily adjust panel brightness, contrast
ratio, colour temperature and more. The theft deterrence feature of
HP Display Assistant reinforces the security of your monitor by linking
it up to your desktop, workstation or notebook with a PIN. Pivot Pro
software provides support for 90-degree portrait and landscape views.*

Rely on our support
With HP Care Packs, you can ensure your new monitor will always
be covered in case of a problem.

*P
 rovided on all Advantage and Performance products to support physical rotation
of the panel.

A colour explosion
Imagine a colour, any colour. Guess what? If you can imagine it,
the new HP DreamColor LP2480zx can reproduce it. Accurately.
Over and over again.
Developed in close collaboration with DreamWorks Animation,
the 61 cm (24") LP2480zx is the world’s only LCD based on the
HP DreamColor Engine. This innovative technology gives graphicsintensive users a billion colour possibilities, colour accuracy from
vision to production and breakthrough colour control! As part of
the HP Performance series of displays, the LP2480zx gives you the
confidence to match the toughest colours – even when you’re working
with collaborators across the globe – with exact-colour certainty.
• Get accurate colour and tone response, reducing expensive and
unnecessary time and money cycles.
• The 30-bit panel displays over 1 billion colours, enabling smoother
colour transitions and virtually eliminating contouring artefacts.

Find out more about HP monitor supplies, accessories and services at:
hp.com/eur/monitors
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• The LP2480zx display can synchronise to all the standard video
frame rates, ensuring that the image on the screen is updated
exactly in sync with the video source.
HP Care Pack:
HP 5-year Next Business Day Large Monitor HW Support (U7937E)

Expand your horizons
For extra-wide horizontal views or when displaying
large amounts of data, an ideal and cost-effective
method is to utilise multiple display configurations.
Connect smaller monitors together and view
additional windows, documents and applications
simultaneously – ensuring easy navigation and
optimal viewing of data.
48.2 cm
(19")

48.2 cm
(19")
Connect two 48.2 cm monitors

= cost-effectively increase the 48.2 cm viewable
screen area x 2

LE2201w

LA2306x

ZR30w

Essential series

Advantage and
new advantage LED series

Performance series

43 cm (17"): LE1711, 48.2 cm (19"): HP LE1901w,
55.8 cm (22"): LE2201w, 48.2 cm (19"): LE1901wi

48.2 cm (19"): LA1951g, LA1905wg, 55.8 cm (22"): LA2205wg,
61 cm (24"): LA2405wg
New advantage LED series: 58.4 cm (23"): HP LA2306x,
50.8 cm (20"): HP LA2006x

54.6 cm (21.5"): ZR22w, 61cm (24"): ZR24w, 76.2 cm (30"): ZR30w,
61 cm (24"): LP2475w, 61 cm (24"): LP2480zx

55.8 cm x 76.2 cm monitor

Ideal for small and medium businesses, this slim, stylish line of
HP monitors offers great performance and reliability. Get crisp
views, adjustable comfort settings and reduced power consumption
– at an affordable price.

Designed for increased user comfort, this advanced monitor series
offers upgraded performance features for corporate and institutional
environments – with high-contrast ratios, built-in USB hub and a full
range of tilt-and-pivot settings.

HP performance monitors offer the ultimate in power, productivity and reliability.
Professionals working in financial trading, graphic arts, digital content creation and
computer-aided design will appreciate ultra-wide viewing angles, sharp resolution
and stunning colour accuracy.

Size matters

• Get a great combination of features and performance at an
affordable price.

• Adjustable height, tilt, rotate and swivel options provide convenient
positioning for improved comfort and productivity.

• Ultra-large widescreens up to 76.2 cm (30") provide the ultimate view of complex
imagery and graphics.

• Wide viewing angles give you an excellent view of graphs,
spreadsheets and other data.

• Narrow bezels allow you to compactly configure multiple screens.

• High-contrast ratios enable even the most subtle colour details to be
accurately displayed.

• A range of sizes from 43 cm (17") to 55.8 cm (22") ensures you can
find the right fit for your environment.

• Proven reliability means you can have confidence even in datasensitive or mission-critical environments.

• VGA input for quick and easy connectivity.

• Get future-proof connectivity with VGA, DVI-D and DisplayPort
inputs.

• TCO05 and ENERGY STAR 5.0 certified.

• TCO05, ENERGY STAR 5.0 and EPEAT gold certified.

For increased performance, more connectivity options and wider
screens, choose the HP Advantage Series.

For the largest screens, most accurate colours and enhanced
user experience for workstation environments, choose the
HP Performance Series.

55.8 cm
(22")

• Fast response times up to 8 ms ensure that the fastest moving graphics
and animations will appear clearly.

Improve efficiency and productivity when increasing
monitor sizes. See more data and applications at
the same time, reduce the amount of toggling,
scrolling and clicking between applications and
ensure everything is on-screen at the same time.

48.2 cm
(19")

55.8 cm
(22")
For superior colour accuracy and tone control plus over a billion colour
possibilities, choose the HP DreamColor LP 2480zx.

HP Care Pack:
LA1951g, LA1905wg: HP 5-year Next Business Day Medium
Monitor HW Support (U7935E)

HP Care Pack:
LP2475w, ZR22w, ZR24w: HP 5-year Next Business Day Large Monitor HW
Support (U7937E)

LE2201w: HP 5-year Next Business Day Large Monitor HW
Support (U7937E)

LA2205wg, LA2405wg, LA2006x, LA2306x: HP 5-year Next
Business Day Large Monitor HW Support (U7937E)

ZR30w: HP 5-year Onsite Next Business Day (UE370E)

Maximize your viewing experience
HP Integrated Work Center (DL641AT/B)*

HP Quick Release (EM870AT/AA)

HP LCD Speaker Bar (NQ576AT/AA)

Maximise space by mounting an HP flat panel
monitor and your PC or thin client on a single stand.

Providing secure, easy mounting to any VESA stand,
bracket or wall mount.

Enhanced multimedia experience.
Seamlessly attaches to the monitor
and provides speakers and an
external headphone jack.

*H
 P Integrated Work Center Stand (LH526AT/AA)
will be available starting May 2011

= set the 55.8 cm vertically against the 76.2 cm for
applications with large menu and toolbar options

• Protect your investment with multiple connectivity options including DisplayPort input.

HP Care Pack:
LE1711, LE1901w, LE1901wi: HP 5-year Next Business Day
Medium Monitor HW Support (U7935E)

76.2 cm
(30")

61 cm
(24")

Upgrade from 43 cm
to 48.2 cm monitor =
see everything bigger
with 30% more screen
area
Upgrade from 48.2 cm
to 55.8 cm monitor =
see 33% more data
without having to
magnify the working
area
Upgrade from 55.8 cm
to 61 cm monitor =
view 28% more data
and improve efficiency
through fewer clicks to
access tools

Upgrade from 61 cm
to 76.2 cm monitor =
increase your viewing
76.2 cm area by 53% and see
(30")
78% more data

Find out more about HP monitor
supplies, accessories and services at:
hp.com/eur/monitors

